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i.e. thepointsx=(x,,...,x,)ER"with' packings we shall consider, M is a square matrix and A spherical code C of dimension n , size M and maximum dot product s is a set of M points of Q,, with the property that x-yGs forallx,yEC, x#y,
where det A = ldet MI.
(4)
The density A of any (lattice or nonlattice) sphere packing is, loosely speaking, the fraction of the space R" that is covered by the spheres. For a lattice packing A of radius p and dimension d = n, the density is given by the formula v,p" A-
deth'
The problem of finding the largest spherical code with a given dot product has a long history, especially in the case n = 3 [ 131, [23] . Spherical codes have been extensively studied in connection with the design of signals for the Gaussian channel [3] - [6] , [8] , [31] , [50], 1551, [60] , [63] . They also have applications to the design of quantizers and samplers [ 181, [19] , [39] , [58] , in numerical quadrature [22] , [56] , tomography [49] , and above all to diophantine equations (see Section XI). The theory of these codes borrows heavily from group representations, modular forms, and harmonic analysis [24] , [27] , [29] , [35] , [45] , [46] . Spherical codes may be efficiently constructed from sphere packings, as we now demonstrate.
III. SPHERE PACKINGS
Stated informally, a sphere packing in R" is an arrangement of infinitely many nonoverlapping spheres, ail of the same size. More precisely, a sphere packing A in R" of radius p consists of an infinite sequence of points xw, x(2) . . , , in R" (the centers of the spheres) such that ast (x(i), .(i) I2 = 11 ,G) -.(i) 11 2 4p2 (2) for all i #j. Then if spheres of radius p' 'are drawn around the centers xc'), ,c2), . . * the spheres will not overlap. A is called a lattice packing if the centers xo) form a group under componentwise addition. The literature on sphere packings is extensive, and the subject is 'intimately related to the theory of error-correcting codes. For more information the reader is referred to [l] , [15] , [34] , [47] , [48] , [5 l]-[54] .
IV. THE PARAMETERS OF A SPHERE PACKING
The dimension d of a lattice packing A is the maximum number of linearly independent centers in A. Since A c R", d< n. Let x(1) = (x11) . . .,x:1)),. . .,x(d) = (xjd), . . .,x$4> E A be linearly indeiendent centers which span the lattice. 
When the lattice has the same dimension as the space in which it lies, i.e., when d = n, as is usually the case for the (5) where
is the volume of the unit sphere s2,. The density of a nonlattice packing must be defined in a more complicated way-see [47] . The main sphere packing problem is to determine the sphere packings in R" with the greatest density. References [34], [52], and [54] give the most recent results.
The kissing number r(x) of the sphere centered at x is the number of neighboring spheres, i.e., the number of spheres which just kiss the sphere centered at x (using a term borrowed from billiards). The maximum value of r(x) for x E A is denoted by r,,. For a lattice packing r(x) = = 7, independently of the choice of x. A second imzytant problem is to find the packings in R" with the greatest value of r,, [2] 
V. AN EXAMPLE: THE LATTICE D4
The lattice packing D4 (see Section XVI) is a fourdimensional lattice in R4 spanned by the vectors so we may take the radius of the spheres to be p = l/2. Or The kissing number is r = 24, and the density is @*W = %wIreplaceqbyq~2~ A=$=O.61686....
VI. THE THETA FUNCTION OF A LATTICE
Many properties of a sphere packing can be obtained from its theta function, which is analogous to the weight enumerator of a code [36, ch. 51 in that it gives the number of centers at each distance from the origin. There is one important difference, however: a weight enumerator is a polynomial while a theta function is an infinite sum.
Definition: The theta function of a sphere packing A is O*(z):= r, q""", (7) xE:h where q = e"'". If A is a lattice packing, as it usually is in this paper, the theta function is a holomorphic function of z for Im(z) > 0 (see [24, p. 711) .
If N, denotes the number of centers x E A with II x II = m, i.e., at a squared distance of m from the origin, then (7) Table V ). If A is a lattice packing in R" of dimension n, the dual lattice Al is defined to be AL : = {x E R" I x-y E 2 for all y E A}. A generator matrix for AL is (M -l)tr, and its determinant and theta function are det AL = (det A)-',
VIII. JACOBI THETA FUNCTIONS
The theta functions of many packings can be specified concisely in terms of the classical Jacobi theta functions 0,, 13,) and 0,, which are defined as follows: 2 @2(z): = 2 g q(m+ww m=O It is important to notice that e3 is itself the theta function of the one-dimensional lattice of integer points, 2, in R':
and that 
We also point out that these theta functions can be written
as infinite products:
VII. ~&SCALING
It is frequently necessary to rescale a sphere packing, replacing A by A' = CA = {cx: x E A} for some appropriate constant c E R. The parameters of A' and A are related as follows: o,(l)=; ( e3( 5)4+e4( t )'). 
IX. CONSTRUCTION OF SPHERICAL CODES FROM SPHERE PACKINGS
The construction is very simple. Suppose there are N,,, centers x with II x II = m in a sphere packing A. Then these points, resealed by dividing them by fi, form a spherical code of dimension n and size N,. In other words we take a shell of points around the origin as the spherical code. The theta function of A is thus a generating function for the sizes of these codes.
To find the maximum dot product s of one of these codes we may either rescale the points and use (l) , or work directly with the centers of A and replace (1) 
03)
and in the majority of cases (13) holds with equality. For example consider the lattice D4. The first shell consists of the 24 points given in (6) , and corresponds to m = 1. The points (l/ a) (l,l,O,O) and (l/ \/2)(1,0,1,0) are at a distance 2r = 1 = 2p, and for this spherical code Similarly (13) holds with equality for most of the shells. On the other hand (13) can be improved for the shells corresponding to m = 2,4,8,16, + * a. These spherical codes also contain just 24 points, which after resealing are either (6) again or
For these codes s is still l/2, but r is K/2.
X. CODES WITH BOUNDED ENERGY
A spherical code represents a set of signals for the Gaussian channel in which each signal has the same energy The values of S(p,) are not included in the Tables for two Fig. 1 The maximum dot product of the spherical code consisting of all points in A at distance ~5% from 0 is cos 20 = 1 -2(r/ h$', where 2r is the smallest distance between two such points.
reasons: 1) they are easily found by summing N,; and 2) there is an excellent approximation to S(p,) given by
if A is a lattice packing. Also if A corresponds to an integral quadratic form (see Section XI) then a theorem of, Val'fiS [61] states that (18) and so the error in the approximations (16) or (17) 
XI. CONNECTIONS WITH NUMBER THEORY
A very old problem asks for the number of ways of expressing an integer m as the sum of four squares, or in other words for the number of quadruples of integers (u,, u2, u3, u4) 
For example when m is 2 there are 24 solutions, given (ignoring the factor fi) by (6): we agree to count (1, l,O,O), (l,O, l,O) , etc., as different solutions. A moment's thought shows that the general answer is given by the coefficient of q" in the expansion of
(1 +2q+2q4+2q9+ -*)"=e,(z)"
in powers of q. However, this power series is also the theta function of the lattice Z4 of integer points in R4:
In other words the coefficient of q" in this theta function gives the number of solutions to (20) . Call this number r4( m). There is in fact a simple formula for this number, due to Jacobi:
dlm,dodd (See [28, thm. 3861, [45, sec. 831, [46, eq. (7.4.23) ].) To generalize this, suppose A is a lattice of dimension n in R" with the property that II x II is always an integer for x E A. The integral quadratic form associated with A is fh,* * * ,uJ:= i UiMijMkjUk, i,j,k= 1 or in vector notation f(u) = uMMt'ut', for u EZ".
As u runs through Z", x = uM runs through A, and
Thus the theta function of A can be rewritten as (23) and the coefficient N, is equal to the number of solutions to the diophantine equation
In the above example M is the 4 X 4 identity matrix I4 and the quadratic form is z$ + of + ~3' + u:. This link with number theory makes it possible to apply the vast literature on diophantine equations and modular forms to the study of lattices [17] [451, [461, [591, [611. 
XII. DESCRIPTION OF SOME IMPORTANT LATTICES
In the following sections we describe some of the most important lattices and give tables of their theta functions. In view of the construction in Section IX these are also tables of spherical codes. The maximum dot product of any of these codes is given by (12) 
XIII. THE CUBIC LATTICE Z" IN R"
The simplest lattice is Z", which consists of all points in R" with integer coordinates. For this lattice d = n, M = I,, 
XIV. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL LATTICE A 2
This familiar lattice is shown in Fig. 2 12q7+ ... function by (see Fig. 2 ), and further values are given in Table I .
e2(z)
= esir/4f33 y z ( I) ,
XV. THEIR-DIMENSIONALLATTICE
A,, e,(z) = ~3w9y
A, may be generalized to higher dimensions as follows. We describe A, as an n-dimensional lattice in R"+ '. Thus for n 2 2 let @4(z)
=e3( $).
Then the theta function of A,-, is A"={x~z~+l~~~~~xj=o}'
."-,(z)=~~~~e3(~lz)~.
3Since (21) has class number 1.
To prove this, observe that A,-t is a subgroup of the 
m=O
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-see Table IV . 6 The case n = 4 (see also Sec. V). D4 is a self-dual lattice: D4 = Ddl. The coefficients N, = r,(2m) of the theta function are given by the second formula in (21), and the first 50 terms are given in Table V This is the densest packing known in RI2 and like E6 is most easily constructed from a complex lattice. The starting point is the three-dimensional self-dual code g, of length six over GF (4) Table VI. this as a real lattice in R12. For this lattice d = 12, M is 
The first 36 terms of the theta function are given in Table  VII .
Only a brief description is given here of A,6, the densest known lattice in R16, which is obtained by applying Construction B to the first-order Reed-Muller code of length 16 (see [34, sec. 3.41, [52, ex. 91) Again the theta function can be written down from the weight enumerator of the code ([52, thm. 171) (51)
The first 30 terms are given in Table VIII. At this point it is worth mentioning an interesting unsolved problem. The Nordstrom-Robinson code [36, ch. 2, sec. 81, [42] is a union of the first-order Reed-Muller code above and seven of its translates; it is optimal in the sense that it contains the greatest number of codewords of any binary code of length 16 and minimum distance 6. It is possible that there exists an analogous nonlattice packing, perhaps consisting of a union of A,, and 15 translates. The theta function can be determined exactly and the first ten terms are given in Table IX . Such a packing would have an extremely high kissing number and density (see [52, open prob. 71 ).
XX. THE ~QDIMENSIONAL LEECH LATTICE A24
A great deal has already been written about this important lattice, the densest known packing in R" [ (l,l;..,l) ,cisanycodewordin the binary extended Golay code of length 24, and x E 224 and y E Z24 satisfy izlxi~O (mod2), z yi = 1 (mod2). The first 40 terms are given in Table X, 
m where a,,(n) is defined by (47) and r(n) is a Ramanujan number defined by qJ, (1 -qn)24= $ ++I". 
TABLEX THE LEECH LATTICE IN R24
N,
